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Abstract1

The last three decades have witnessed a substantial methodical development of data-2

driven models for landslide prediction. However, this improvement has been dedicated almost3

exclusively to models designed to recognize locations where landslides may likely occur in the4

future. This notion is referred to as landslide susceptibility. However, the susceptibility is just5

one, albeit fundamental, information required to assess landslide hazard and to mitigate the6

threat that landslides may pose to human lives and infrastructure. Another complementary7

and equally important information is how large landslides may evolve into, once they initiate8

in a given slope. Only three scientific contributions have currently addressed the geographic9

estimation of how large co-seismic landslides may be. In the first one, the authors tested a10

model solely at the global scale, whereas the remaining two involved specific regional scale11

settings. The low number of previous research on the topic as well as specificities related to12

the associated study areas do not yet allow to fully support a standardized use of such models.13

In turn, this has repercussions on the operational feasibility and adoption potential of data-14

driven models capable of estimating landslide size in site-specific conditions. This manuscript15

addresses this gap in the literature, by further exploring the use of a Generalized Additive16

Model whose target variable is the topographically-corrected landslide extent aggregated at17

the slope unit level. In our case, the underlying assumption is that the variability of the18

landslide sizes across the geographic space behaves according to a Log-Normal probability19

distribution. We test this framework by going beyond the conventional non-spatial validation20

scheme in order to take a particularly critical look at the estimated model performance. The21

study focuses on co-seismic landslides mapped as a result of the ground motion generated22

by the Kaikōura earthquake (11:02 UTC, on November 13th 2016). The experiment led to23

further insights into the applicability of such approaches and produced more than satisfying24

performance scores, which we stress here in the prospect of stimulating further research25

towards spatially-explicit landslide size prediction.26

In line with the same idea, we share data and codes in a github repository (link here) to27

promote repeatability and reproducibility of this research.28
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1 Introduction32

The estimation of where landslides may occur in the future has dominated the geomorpho-33

logical literature pertaining to data-driven applications since its first conceptualization in34

the early 1970’s (Reichenbach et al., 2018). Almost no other data-driven modeling frame-35

work with a spatially-explicit connotation has been developed for the subsequent five decades36

other than the susceptibility (Van Westen et al., 2003; Fell et al., 2008). This concept boils37

down to the estimation of the probability of a landslide occurring in a given mapping unit38

under the influence of topography and other thematic landscape characteristics (Brenning,39

2005; Van Westen et al., 2008). An extension to this framework is present in the literature,40

although less prominent than the susceptibility, and it features the spatio-temporal charac-41

teristics of the landslide trigger, leading to the estimation of the hazard concept (Guzzetti42

et al., 1999). This extension has led to the development of important forecasting tools such43

as near-real-time models (Lombardo and Tanyas, 2020; Nowicki Jessee et al., 2018) and44

early-warning-systems (Intrieri et al., 2012; Kirschbaum and Stanley, 2018). In both cases45

though, the model behind the respective results still targets landslide occurrence data in the46

form of presences or absences across a given landscape (Frattini et al., 2010).47

In this context, as the technology advanced, the information on unstable slopes also48

changed, being acquired and processed in multiple ways. For instance, at the origin of the sus-49

ceptibility concept, geomorphologists were observing the landscape and labeling slopes to be50

likely stable or unstable on the basis of their personal experience (Brabb et al., 1972). Right51

after that, the birth of GIS facilitated the development of numerical tools, which started from52

simple analytical approaches such as bivariate statistics (e.g., Van Westen et al., 1997; Ayalew53

et al., 2005; Nandi and Shakoor, 2010) and evolved into more complex modelling schemes54

where multiple variable simultaneously contribute to estimate the susceptibility (e.g., Atkin-55

son and Massari, 1998; Lee et al., 2008; Steger et al., 2016). The latter frameworks belong56

to two very different and complementary approaches that have taken root in the landslide57

community. One corresponds to the use of statistical models where model interpretability58

is often favored at the expense of reduced model flexibility and lower performance scores59

(i.e., analytical task). And the other one, corresponding to the field of machine learning,60

where performance maximization is sought instead, at the expense of interpretability (i.e.,61

prediction task). Two common examples respectively correspond to statistical models such62

as Generalized Linear Models (e.g., Castro Camilo et al., 2017) and to machine learning63

models such as decision trees (e.g., Yeon et al., 2010) or neural networks (e.g., Wang et al.,64

2021). In between these two lies the Generalized Additive Model, also referred to as an65

interpretable machine learning technique (Goetz et al., 2011; Steger et al., 2021). They still66

ensure a high degree of interpretability tipical of statistical architectures, but their structure67

allows for incorporating nonlinear effects, which in turn leads to flexible models with high68

performance (Steger et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2021). Nevertheless, because their target vari-69

able is a binary realization of landslide occurrences, these spatially-explicit models lack the70

ability to return the information on how large a landslide may be (Lombardo et al., 2021),71
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or on how many coalescing landslides may initiate in a particular region (Lombardo et al.,72

2019). Only three articles currently exist where a data-driven and spatially-explicit model73

is capable of estimating landslide sizes. The first one was recently published by Lombardo74

et al. (2021), and the authors proposed it to estimate either the maximum or the sum of75

landslide planimetric areas within slope units (Carrara, 1988). However, despite the novel76

perspective provided by the authors, a substantial weakness characterized their work. In fact,77

the model they propose has a global connotation. This implies that knowing its validity in78

a worldwide context is not sufficient because this scale is far from being applicable to local79

territorial management practices. In other words, the applicability of the model proposed80

by Lombardo et al. (2021) still needs to be validated for site-specific conditions. Moreover,81

it needs to undergo several tests both in case of seismic- and rainfall-induced landslides. To82

this purpose, the two remaining contributions have tried to replicate a similar experimental83

setting at regional scales, one focusing on co-seismic landslides (Aguilera et al., 2022) and84

one on rainfall-triggered (Bryce et al., 2022) ones. However, the academic process that the85

modeling of landslide susceptibility has undergone before becoming a standard across the86

geoscientific community has required thousands of contributions. The three previous works87

focusing on the prediction of landslide planimetric extents are definitely not sufficient to88

transfer and implement this knowledge at the core of international policies. This is why in89

this work, we sought to produce a new experiment that follows the main workflow direction of90

the three articles mentioned above, but simultaneously introduces not yet tested methodical91

innovations, such as the topographic correction of the landslide size target variable or the92

critical validation of model performances using a spatially-explicit model validation tech-93

nique. Specifically, we selected the Kaikōura earthquake (7.8 Mw, 13-11-2016), for which94

a co-seismic landslide inventory has been recently made publicly available (Tanyas et al.,95

2022). We partitioned the area affected by landslides into slope units (Alvioli et al., 2016),96

extracted the sum of all landslide extents falling within each mapping unit and calculated97

the topographically-corrected surface area. As for the model, we adopted a Generalized Ad-98

ditive Model structure under the assumption that the aggregated landslide area per slope99

unit behaves according to a Log-Gaussian likelihood (cf. Lombardo et al., 2021).100

2 Study area overview101

2.1 Study area and co-seismic landslides102

The Kaikōura earthquake struck the South Island of New Zealand on the 14th of November103

2016 at 11:02 UTC. This was not only the largest magnitude crustal earthquake in New104

Zealand that occurred in more than 150 years, but also a unique event showing an extremely105

complex rupturing mechanism (Hamling et al., 2017; Ulrich et al., 2019). The earthquake106

cascaded across a series of fault planes with dextral, sinistral, oblique and reverse rupturing107

mechanisms (Diederichs et al., 2019). Significant co-seismic surface deformations were re-108

ported in a large landscape extending up to 100 km far from the epicenter (Cesca et al., 2017).109
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Specifically, the reported uplift amount reached up to 8 meters in some locations (Hamling110

et al., 2017). As a result, the earthquake had severe repercussions on both infrastructure111

and the environment itself (Kaiser et al., 2017).112

Considering the steep mountainous terrain affected by this considerable ground shaking,113

unsurprisingly, the earthquake also resulted in a large number of landslides (Massey et al.,114

2018, 2020; Tanyas et al., 2022). Massey et al. (2020) reported more than 29,000 landslides115

triggered by the earthquake, whereas Tanyas et al. (2022) mapped 14,233 landslides over a116

total area of approximately 14,000 km2. Considering the documented earthquake-induced117

landslide events (Fan et al., 2018; Tanyaş et al., 2017; Tanyaş et al., 2022), the Kaikōura118

event is one of the largest ever recorded in the literature.119

This study examines the area affected by the 2016 Kaikōura earthquake and, specifically,120

the landslide inventory mapped by Tanyas et al. (2022). The authors delineated landslides’121

sources and deposit areas as single polygons. The inventory consists of various landslide types122

and materials, including disrupted rock, debris, soil falls and slides. However, landslide types123

are not indicated in the original data source, and thus, our analyses are not sensitive to any124

specific type of landslides.125

2.2 Slope Units126

The use of a Slope Unit (SU) delineation in the framework of landslide predictive models127

dates back to Carrara (1988). The spatial extent of this mapping unit is usually coarser than128

the more common grid cells. The latter are regular polygonal objects that offer a simple129

spatial partition of any landscape, mainly by matching the gridded resolution of the Digital130

Elevation Model available for the given study area. To express the spatial variability of131

continuous phenomena, such as temperature fields, they are perfectly suitable. However,132

landslides are discrete processes. As a result, the geoscientific community has long debated133

whether grid cells are actually suitable for modeling slope failures. Conversely, SUs are134

more suitable from a geomorphological perspective, although they require additional pre-135

processing steps such as the aggregation of fine-scaled landscape characteristics. This is the136

reason why SUs have gained more attention in recent years with more and more articles us-137

ing this specific partition. Moreover, several automated tools have been proposed and even138

freely shared within the geoscientific community (Alvioli and Baum, 2016; Huang et al.,139

2021). Their use so far has been almost uniquely dedicated to the estimation of landslide140

susceptibility. In this work, we select SUs to partition the area affected by the Kaikōura141

earthquake to predict the cumulated extent of landslides per mapping unit. To promote re-142

peatability of the analyses, below we report the parameterization of r.slopeunits, the software143

we used. As for their interpretation, we refer to Alvioli et al. (2016).144

• Circular variance = 0.4145

• Flow accumulation threshold = 1,000,000146

• Minimum Slope Unit area = 80,000147

• Cleansize = 50,000148
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Figure 1: Geographic summary of the co-seismic landslides triggered in response to the
Kaikōura earthquake (panels a and b). Panel c shows an example of the slope unit delineation
superimposed onto the aspect map.
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The resulting SUs offered a medium resolution of the landscape exposed to the Kaikōura149

landscapes with 26,839 total SUs, whose size distribution has a mean of 500,000 m² and a150

standard deviation of 430,000 m².151

2.3 Covariates: landscape characteristics and ground motion data152

This section illustrates the covariates we adopted to explain the variability of the co-seismic153

landslide area distribution in Kaikōura. Although there is an extensive literature examining154

factors governing the probability of spatial landslide occurrence, factors controlling the size of155

landslides in a spatial context is a relatively new concept (e.g., Lombardo et al., 2021). In this156

regard, we tested several variables representing morphometric, anthropogenic and seismic157

factors as well material properties (see Table 1). We tested some basic DEM derivatives158

namely, slope steepness (Slope), northness (NN), eastness (EN), local relief (Relief), profile159

curvature (PRC) and planar curvature (PLC) to assess the role of morphometric variables160

on landslide size. Capturing the role of anthropogenic factors is often challenging (e.g.,161

Tanyaş et al., 2022) but the area affected by the earthquake is a remote territory, and the162

road cuts are the main features representing human influence on landsliding. Therefore,163

we calculated the Euclidean distance to the road network (e.g., Lepore et al., 2012) to164

capture the possible influence of anthropogenic factors. Specifically, we accessed the road165

network map of the study area via Land Information Portal (https://data.linz.govt.nz) of166

New Zealand. As for the co-seismic ground shaking, we used Peak Ground Acceleration167

(PGA) map of the Kaikōura earthquake provided by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)168

ShakeMap system (Worden and Wald, 2016). PGA is a seismic proxy, and specifically,169

the deterministic estimate of PGA provided by the USGS ShakeMap system is widely used170

in susceptibility analyses of co-seismic landslides (e.g., Nowicki et al., 2014; Godt et al.,171

2008). Also, we used the soil thickness map of the study area, which is a proxy for the172

shear strength of hillslope materials. We accessed the soil thickness map (Lilburne et al.,173

2012) of the study area via The Land Resource Information System Portal of New Zealand174

(https://lris.scinfo.org.nz). Different from the all the other covariates, we examined the soil175

thickness map as a categorical covariate because it includes four categories where soil depth176

is described as deep (D, >90 cm), moderately deep (MD, 40-90 cm), shallow (S, 20-40 cm)177

and very shallow (VS, <20 cm) as well as a category indicating no soil cover (NS).178

2.4 Data aggregation at the Slope Unit level179

We used slope units to aggregate both the target variable, this being the topographically-180

corrected landslide area, and the covariates described in the previous Section.181

The landslide extent calculation was based on the aggregation of the landslide area by182

summing up all landslide areas within each SU. Before this aggregation step though, we183

applied a correction procedure to reduce the underestimation of landslide size on steeper184

terrain due to the underlying conventional planar projection. For this purpose, a trigono-185
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Figure 2: Example of the covariate set used for the analyses. The soil depth map includes
five classes namely, NS for No Soil, VS for Very Shallow, S for Shallow, MD for Moderately
Deep and D for Deep. Notably, the Dist2R map is shown as is only for graphical purposes.
We actually constrained the information conveyed by Dist2R (to the model we will describe
in Section 3) only up to a 500m buffer around the road network. After this distance we
impose the covariate to cease to be informative.
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Table 1: Covariates’ summary table. Each covariate listed here was later used during the
analyses in a dual form. Specifically, we represented each covariate in this table through the
mean and standard deviation values computed per SU. We do not list both terms in the
table, but they will be denoted in the remainder of the manuscript via the suffix mean and
stdev added to the acronyms reported in table.

Variable Acronym Reference

Slope steepness Slope (Zevenbergen and Thorne, 1987)

Northness NN e.g., (Loche et al., 2022)

Eastness EN e.g., (Loche et al., 2022)

Local relief Relief (Jasiewicz and Stepinski, 2013)

Profile curvature PRC (Heerdegen and Beran, 1982)

Planar curvature PLC (Heerdegen and Beran, 1982)

Euclidean distance to road Dist2R e.g.,(Lepore et al., 2012)

Peak ground acceleration g (m/s2) (Worden and Wald, 2016)

Soil depth Soil Depth (Webb and Lilburne, 2011; Hewitt et al., 2010; Lepore et al., 2012)

metric function based on a slope angle map (grid cell resolution 12.5 x 12.5 m) was used to186

derive the “true” surface area of each landslide polygon in analogy to Steger et al. (2021).187

Figure 3a shows the distribution of the topographically-adjusted landslide area after the188

aggregation step mentioned above (sum for each SUs). Being the distribution strongly heavy-189

tailed, we opted to gaussianize it by taking the logarithm of the cumulative landslide area190

per SU Figure 3b. In such a way, a Log-Gaussian model could be used to suitably explain191

the variability of these estimates (more details in Section 3.1).192

Figure 3: Distribution of the topographically-corrected landslide areas per SU. Panel (a)
shows the sum of derived landslide areas per SU in a linear scale, whereas panel (b) highlights
the same information in logarithmic scale.

As for the landscape characteristics, we computed the mean and standard deviation of the193

each continuous covariate per SU. Ultimately, whenever the landscape characteristics corre-194
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sponded to categorical properties, such as underlying lithologies, land use or soil thickness195

classes, we only extracted the dominant type per SU.196

3 Modeling strategy197

Below we provide a brief description of the model we adopted, the cross-validation scheme we198

implemented and the metrics we used to assess how the estimated landslide areas matched199

the observed cases.200

3.1 Generalized Additive Model201

A Generalized Additive Model (GAM) can be seen as a flexible extension of a Generalized202

Linear Model (GLM). In analogy to GLMs, GAMs can handle a variety of error distributions203

but additionally allow one to account for nonlinear associations between the target variable204

and continuous predictors. This additional flexibility combined with high interpretabil-205

ity makes GAMs particularly useful for data-driven environmental studies. The presence206

of nonlinear relationships between landslide occurrence and environmental factors can be207

expected (e.g., landslides may less likely occur in flat and very steep terrain), while high in-208

terpretability of the modelling results is paramount for geomorphological interpretation and209

plausibility checks (Vorpahl et al., 2012; Steger et al., 2017; Brenning et al., 2015). GAMs210

with a binomial error distribution have been successfully applied to model landslide suscepti-211

bility (Petschko et al., 2014; Bordoni et al., 2020; Titti et al., 2021), while Poissonian GAMs212

were used to model spatial landslide counts (i.e. intensities; Lombardo et al., 2019, 2020).213

A Log-Gaussian distribution within a Bayesian GAM built the foundation to create the first214

data-driven model to predict landslide sizes per SUs, i.e., the maximum landslide size and215

the sum of landslide size (Lombardo et al., 2021). The Log-Gaussian GAM used within216

this study is based on the R-package “mgcv” (Wood and Augustin, 2002). This framework217

allowed us to model the topographically corrected log-size of co-seismic landslide areas at218

SU-level (hereafter LA) as a function of a covariate set that describes landscape characteris-219

tics and spatial ground motion properties. The nonlinear relationships (i.e., selection of the220

amount of smoothness) were fitted using internal cross-validation (Hauenstein et al., 2018),221

while we restricted the maximum allowed flexibility of the underlying smoothing functions222

to a k-value of 4 (i.e. the maximum allowed degrees of freedom) to enhance model general-223

ization and interpretability. The generated covariates are described in detail within Section224

2.3, while their selection was based on a systematic procedure that included an iterative225

fitting and evaluation of different model realizations. In detail, we started with a full model226

and iteratively excluded covariates that did not meet the following two criteria: a covariate227

was only considered appropriate in case the underlying smoothing term was estimated to be228

significant at the five percent level (p-value ¡ 0.05); a covariate did not enhance the model’s229

predictive performance.230
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Besides being able to handle nonlinear relationships, GAMs also allow one to visualize231

modelled associations. This model transparency is particularly useful to enable interpretation232

and to uncover implausible results (Zuur et al., 2009; Steger et al., 2021). In this sense,233

component smooth function (CSF) plots were used to visualize the estimated covariate-234

response relationship. These plots enabled an interpretation of modelled nonlinear effects235

on the aggregated landslide size per SU at a single covariate level while simultaneously236

accounting for the influence of the other covariates in the model (Zuur et al., 2009, 2010;237

Molnar, 2020).238

3.2 Model performance239

Below we provide a split summary of the cross-validation schemes we adopted and the metrics240

we used to assess how our model performed in explaining the spatial distribution of landslide241

areas. The last section explains how we then provided estimates of landslide areas for SU242

that did not experience slope failures during the Kaikōura earthquake.243

3.2.1 Cross-validation routines244

To test the performance of our model, we select two cross-validation approaches. The first245

corresponds to a purely random cross-validation scheme (RCV), where we repeatedly ex-246

tracted a random subset of 90% SUs within the study area for training our model (i.e.,247

training set) while the remaining data (i.e., test set) of each repetition was used to calculate248

the performance metric. We constrained the random selection to select the same SU only249

once. Thus, the union of the 10 replicates returns all the SU constituting the whole study250

area.251

However, any spatial process usually embeds some degree of internal spatial dependence,252

which may not be fully explained by the covariate set one can choose. Conventional non-253

spatial random partitioning of training and test sets (e.g., RCV) may provide test statistics254

that do not capture the variability of model performance across sub-regions of a study255

site. Using RCV, overoptimistic performance scores are likely to be measured if spatial256

model predictions poorly match observational data within single sub-regions of an area.257

Spatially explicit validation schemes, such as spatial cross-validation (SCV), can be used258

to estimate the spatial transferability of model performance scores within a study site and259

uncover spatially incoherent model predictions (Steger et al., 2017). SCV results can inform260

potential users of a given model about worst-case prediction skills in space and about the261

spatial robustness of the general model setup. SCV is usually based on a repeated random262

splitting of training sets and test sets according to sub-areas of a study site. For this study,263

the underlying spatial partitioning approach is based on k-means clustering (see, Brenning,264

2012; Schratz et al., 2019, for a more detailed explanation).265

In this work, we opted to report the model performance estimated via a RCV where the266

prediction skill is aided by residual clustering effects, as well as via a SCV where the estimated267
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performance scores are usually lower, thus providing insights into the minimum prediction268

skill one can expect for sub-regions of the study site. Figure 4 shows a few examples of the269

routines mentioned above. Specifically, the RCV and SCV have been repeated for 10-folds,270

including a component of 10 iterations to randomize the spatial cluster of slope units to be271

extracted.272

Figure 4: Geographical sketches of CV routines via five examples out of the XX CV folds
we implemented in this work. The first row shows a RCV whereas the second row highlights
the effect of a spatial constraint in the SU selection.

3.2.2 Performance metrics273

To assess how suitable our modeling framework is to reflect the observed landslide area per274

SU, we selected a dual approach featuring visual and numerical performance summaries for275

both CV schemes described above. The visual summary corresponds to a simple graph276

where the observed landslide areas are plotted against the estimated ones. As for the nu-277

merical summaries, the metrics we opted for consist of the Pearson Correlation Coefficient278

(R-Pearson; Schober et al., 2018) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE; Mayer and Butler, 1993).279

To these, we also add the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE; Kenney and Keeping, 1962) for280

completeness, although the literature mentioned in several contributions that the MAE is a281

better measure of deviance (Willmott and Matsuura, 2005; Chai and Draxler, 2014).282
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3.3 Map-based landslide area prediction283

In this section, we specify something of particular conceptual relevance. In fact, in traditional284

susceptibility models, one can and should use the presence-absence information across the285

whole study area (Petschko et al., 2014; Lombardo and Mai, 2018). However, the information286

on the landslide area is only associated with a subset of the SUs partitioning the Kaikōura287

landscape. Therefore, to produce maps of predicted landslide size for the whole study area,288

we adopted the following procedure. Initially, we extracted the positive landslide areas to289

train and test our Log-Gaussian GAM. Subsequently, we implemented a simulation step290

where we used the estimated regression coefficients to solve the predictive function in areas291

where the landslide area information was not available.292

4 Results293

Below we separately present the interpretation of the model components, performance and294

mapping results.295

4.1 Model relationships296

This section summarizes the estimated covariate effects responsible to explain the spatial297

distribution of landslide sizes per SU.298

Figure 5 offers an overview of all the nonlinear effects we included in the model. Although299

we allowed the regression coefficient to vary nonlinearly across each covariate domain, the300

implemented internal smoothness selection procedure selected certain covariates to be best301

represented via linear functions. This is the case for Slope stdev, NN mean, PRC stdev302

and PGA mean. This implies that a unit increase in the covariate value would generate303

a proportional change – depending on the sign of the regression coefficient – onto the re-304

sulting landslide size. And, that the change would be the same irrespective of where that305

unit increase happens across the whole covariate spectrum. Moreover, eight covariates de-306

viated from the linear behavior, out of which two were only mildly nonlinear NN stdev,307

Dist2R stdev), whereas the remaining six showed a much more evident nonlinear effect308

(Slope mean, EN mean, Relief, PLC mean, Dist2R mean and PGA stdev).309

Below we provide a brief overview of these covariate effects (from the most interesting310

linear to the nonlinear ones) by interpreting their marginal contribution (i.e., assuming311

all the other covariates’ contributions to be fixed). For instance, we justify the positive312

increase of the estimated landslide size due to Slope stdev because a rougher terrain can have313

larger quantities of hanging material susceptible to be mobilized due to the contextual water314

impoundment (Jiao et al., 2014). Similarly, the PGA mean also positively contributes to the315

estimated landslide area, and its linear behavior can be naturally seen as the destabilizing316

effect of ground motion over the landscape (Tanyas and Lombardo, 2019). Furthermore, two317

covariates share a similar nonlinear contribution. These are Relief and PLC mean, both318
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with a pronounced sigmoidal behavior. The former can be interpreted with the positive319

contribution of the gravitational potential energy, where at increasing values, the failing320

mass will experience a further increase in kinetic energy as it moves downhill, thus producing321

larger landslides overall (Melosh, 1986; Yamada et al., 2018). As for PLC mean, the planar322

curvature is known to control convergence effects of granular materials and overland waters323

flowing over the landscape (Ohlmacher, 2007).324

Aside from covariates we allowed to behave nonlinearly while still carrying their ordinal325

structure, we also considered the nonlinear and categorical signal of soil thickness classes. As326

it stands out in Figure 6, the signal carried by the prevalent soil depth class per SU does not327

produce a clear “monotonic” pattern in the estimated regression coefficients per class (i.e.,328

landslide size increases/decreases systematically with soil depth). This is likely due to two329

reasons. First, the raw soil depth map we accessed is directly expressed into classes, which330

implies a loss in the continuous information a soil depth should be expressed into. Clearly,331

a soil depth cannot be continuously measured over space because it would require excessive332

resources, and therefore, even the classes we used are the result of an interpolation routine,333

which may have smoothed the soil depth signal over space. Similarly, and we believe this334

to be a second and valid reason for the not straightforward to interpret effects emerging in335

Figure 6, we also applied a second level of hierarchical smoothing when we aggregated the336

soil depth signal over the SU by choosing the majority rule. In this sense, a given SU is337

assigned with the soil depth label of the class with the largest areal extent. However, the338

majority class may not be the one responsible for the failure.339

4.2 Model performance340

The visual agreement between observed and estimated landslide area among the three model341

routines we tested is summarized in Figure 7. There, one can see that the model fit produces342

the highest degree of agreement between the observed and estimated landslide areas. The343

second panel closely follows the trend shown for the fit, with the RCV predicted landslide344

areas almost aligning along the 45 degree dashed line. As for the SCV results, the deviations345

from a perfect match between observed and estimated landslide areas appears slightly more346

pronounced compared with the other two cases. However, this is to be expected because347

a SCV essentially takes away any residual dependence from a spatially distributed dataset,348

thus producing lower performance scores in a real-world data setting. In this sense, the match349

shown for the SCV can still be considered suitable and a valuable source of information for350

hazard assessment.351

Figure 8 complements the previous plot by informing on the correlation between observed352

and estimated landslide areas, together with the error between the two. Several authors353

have proposed a classification of the R-Pearson, and most of the literature on the topic354

would indicate values of around 0.6 to reflect a moderate (Mm, 2012) to strong (Corder and355

Foreman, 2011) correlation between observed and estimated landslide extents. Analogous356

considerations arise by examining the MAE and RMSE, with acceptable errors in both the357
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Figure 5: Summary of ordinal nonlinear effects on the aggregated landslide size per SU.
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Figure 6: Summary of categorical nonlinear effect of soil depth classes on the aggregated
landslide size per SU.

Figure 7: Summary of the agreement between observed landslide area per SU and the cor-
responding values estimated through a fit where all the information was used and two cross-
validations (RCV and SCV) where part of the information was iteratively extracted solely
for testing purposes.
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cross-validation schemes. Notably, the performance metrics reported in Figure 8 confirm that358

the SCV returned a slightly poorer agreement compared to a purely random cross-validation359

scheme.360

Figure 8: Pearson correlation coefficient, mean absolute error and root mean square error
estimated for the purely random cross-validation and the spatial random cross-validation,
respectively.

4.3 Landslide area predictive maps361

Fitting a statistical model allows one to retrieve the set of regression coefficients through362

which one can estimate the expected values of the given target variable. At the same time363

though, one can use the same set of regression coefficients to solve the predictive function364

for locations where the target variable is not known. The latter concept boils down to what365

one would refer to as a statistical simulation (e.g., Lombardo and Tanyas, 2021; Luo et al.,366

2021) or model transferability (e.g., Petschko et al., 2014; Steger et al., 2017). Figure 9367

summarizes the estimates produced through the RCV and SCV at SU for which we have368

actual LA observations, as well as SU where we have not. The first row highlights the369

agreement in spatial patterns among the observed and predicted LA values, with a coherent370

pattern shown among the three images, albeit the prediction routines show some degree of371

smoothing as they transition from RCV to SCV. The strength of our modeling framework372

is particularly highlighted in the second row of Figure 9 where we transferred the predictive373

equations to the remained of the Kaikōura’s landscape.374

5 Discussion375

The capacity of data-driven models to go beyond traditional susceptibility models is still at376

an infancy stage. This experiment has shown that a Log-Gaussian GAM is able to reproduce377

the pattern and value range of landslide areas aggregated at the slope unit level. Out of the378

whole procedure, certain elements already support the replication of similar analyses while379
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Figure 9: The first row of this figure highlights the details of the main area affected by
landslides for which we have observations. The second row shows the whole study area
without focusing on the SU for which we measured the landslide area. The first column
plots the actual measurements and represents the target variable of our model. The second
and third columns report the estimated landslide areas via the RCV and SCV routines.
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others call for further improvements. These two elements will be separately discussed in the380

sections below.381

5.1 Supporting arguments382

Landslide area correction with respect to slope steepness is something that is hardly con-383

sidered in most geoscientific contributions, with the exception of very few cases (e.g., Steger384

et al., 2021). In the context of a model that aimed at predicting landslide size, we consider385

this a particularly important element to be added to the analytical protocol proposed by386

Lombardo et al. (2021). Another improvement we introduce is the use of a much richer spa-387

tial cross-validation scheme. In their work, Lombardo et al. (2021) originally constrained the388

spatial cross validation to be generated once. Conversely, the fact that here we focused on a389

specific site, made it easier for us to replicate the spatial sampling, thus fully randomizing390

the spatial cross-validation results, in line with what Brenning (2012) prescribed, albeit in a391

binary context.392

The performances we retrieved are satisfying and worth of consideration to extend the393

landslide area prediction context even further. Figures 7 and 8 provide an exhaustive sum-394

mary of the extent to which our model is able to estimate the observed landslide areas. This395

is further translated over the geographic space in Figure 9, where the spatial patterns appear396

to be matching, albeit the predictive routines still show some progressive deviation from the397

original AL values as the cross-validation routines we tested moved from the purely random398

context to the spatially-constrained one. And yet, with respect to what is available in the399

literature today, this model offers an important element of discussion that is usually entirely400

neglected. The binary case pertaining to the susceptibility in fact lacks the information401

on the level of threat one should expect once a landslide is triggered at a given location.402

Our model fills this gap and adds a fundamental gusset to strengthen the structure of the403

available landslide models as of today. We consider our landslide area model a new venue of404

scientific interest, and we prompt the geoscientific community to explore this framework even405

further. We already see elements of improvements that can consolidate the concept and role406

of landslide area prediction within protocols of disaster risk reduction. For instance, the next407

phase we envision is to combine the areal model together with the traditional susceptibility408

ones. As things are, the traditional susceptibility framework does not formally account for409

the expected size of landslides once they are likely triggered in a given slope. However, even410

our landslide area framework is blind to whether a slope may be prone or not to fail. In411

turn, this means that these two tools are currently separated, and the next effort should be412

directed towards merging them into a single product that integrates two important hazard413

features, namely spatial landslide probability and landslide size. For instance, one could414

model them separately and then take the product of the two. In such a way, slopes that may415

morphologically be associated with large failures but are seen to be stable (low probability416

of occurrence) by the susceptibility component will result in small hazard-proxy value. The417

same may happen in the case of slopes that are expected to be unstable (high probability418
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of occurrence) but associated with very small landslides. In this scenario, the estimated419

hazard proxy will also be low. On the contrary, only in situations where high susceptibility420

is associated with large expected landslides one would obtain a level of such a hazard proxy421

that would inevitably require attention. Such a scheme will give rise to a completely new422

landslide hazard framework, providing a full spectrum of probabilistic estimates aimed at423

aiding the decision-making process for landslide risk reduction.424

5.2 Opposing arguments425

To provide a critical review of our landslide area model, one should initially take a step426

back and look at the fundamentals of our model. The fact that it relies on a logarithmic427

transformation of the landslide area distribution per SU requires some consideration. From a428

purely mathematical perspective, this framework is sufficient to produce valuable predictive429

maps as the logarithm is a monotonic transformation. Thus, landslide areas that were smaller430

in size compared to other SUs in the observed data, will still be relatively smaller in the431

prediction, irrespective of whether we model directly estimates the landslide extent in m2 or in432

log(m2). However, two negative elements affect this framework. The most obvious one is that433

from an interpretation standpoint, one lacks the intuition of what a predicted value would434

indicate at the log(m2) scale. If this argument could still be considered acceptable because435

of the monotonic transformation mentioned above, reflecting on what this entails in terms436

of errors does call for potential improvements. A Gaussian likelihood implies by definition437

that the model focuses on the bulk of the landslide area distribution. In other words, the438

mean landslide area will be suitably estimated, leaving the tails potentially misrepresented.439

The left tail, the side of the distribution with very small landslides is definitely of lesser440

interest. However, a misrepresentation of the right tail, the side of the distribution that441

hosts very large landslides, can lead to erroneous decisions specifically for the extreme cases,442

which are also the most dangerous ones. Notably, the performance we produced does not443

raise concerns to the point of considering our landslide area model inappropriate. However,444

we envision the next phase of the model development to explore more suitable likelihoods.445

The log-Gaussian context is particularly appealing because of its easy implementation, and446

as long as the performance may stay along the lines of what we presented here, the choice447

of such likelihood can definitely be justified. However, in the hope of further extending the448

landslide area prediction in different geographic contexts, across different landslide types and449

triggers, we cannot exclude that the likelihood we chose so far may prove to be insufficient or450

lead to undesired errors away from the bulk of the distribution. In such cases, extreme-value451

theory in statistics provides the precise modeling framework to address this issue and we452

already envision this direction to be the next research and development phase.453
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6 Conclusions454

The data-driven modelling context for landslides has relied essentially on the same toolbox for455

over five decades now. We believe it is time to review whether some new tools can be added456

to improve the omnipresent static susceptibility framework and complement the information457

it provides with other equally important elements. One of these elements certainly consists458

of how large landslides may be once they initiate, evolve and potentially coalesce into large459

volumes of materials moving downhill. This information has been traditionally associated460

with physically-based models, together with other kinematic parameters such as velocity.461

On the one hand, the landslide kinematics cannot be modeled in detail via data-driven462

approaches because of the lack of observations. On the other hand though, the landslide463

area information is contained in any standard landslide polygonal inventory. As a result,464

one can train data-driven models to learn what environmental characteristics promote small465

to large landslides and spatially translate this information into maps of expected landslide466

size. This idea is essentially an uncharted territory within the geoscientific community, with467

only a few articles currently addressing this issue. However, we see an enormous potential468

behind it. In fact, physically-based models are constrained to the availability of geotechnical469

parameters and thus are not well suited to produce estimates over large regions. Our landslide470

area model circumvents this limitation in the very same way as traditional susceptibility471

models do. Proxies are used instead of geotechnical parameters to explain the landslide area472

distribution and allow for statistical inference to be made. Such context opens up a number473

of potential routes to be taken in the near future, from exploring more technical solutions, to474

addressing landslide types and triggers of different nature and to test landslide-area-model475

transferability from a landscape to another. As a result, an entire new toolbox could be made476

available to scientists and professionals working in disaster risk reduction, supporting the477

decision making process with a richer hazard information. To promote this type of analyses,478

we share data and codes in a github repository, accessible at this link.479
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